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Abstract— Utility Grids create an infrastructure for enabling
users to consume services transparently over a global network.
When optimizing workflow execution on utility Grids, we need to
consider multiple Quality of Service (QoS) parameters including
service prices and execution time. These optimization objectives
may be in conflict. In this paper, we have proposed a workflow
execution planning approach using multi-objective evolutionary
algorithms (MOEAs). Our goal was to generate a set of trade-off
scheduling solutions according to the users QoS requirements.
The alternative trade-off solutions offer more flexibility to users
when estimating their QoS requirements of workflow executions.
Simulation results show that MOEAs are able to find a range of
compromise solutions in a short computational time.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Utility computing services has been reinforced by serviceoriented Grid computing [1], which creates an infrastructure
enabling users to consume services transparently over a secure,
shared, scalable, sustainable and standard world-wide network
environment. Utility computing [2] provides an economy
model in which service providers are paid for their services
according to factors such as the Quality of Service (QoS)
provided.
Many applications in scientific and enterprise domains such
as bioinformatics and financial analysis can be constructed
as workflows. As a result, a number of Grid workflow management systems [3][4][5] have been developed to facilitate
the composition and execution of workflow applications over
distributed resources. Many heuristics [6][7][8] have also been
proposed for workflow scheduling in order to optimize a single
objective, such as minimizing execution time. However, a large
number of objectives need to be considered when scheduling
workflows on utility Grids based on users’ QoS requirements.
One important QoS metric is the processing power offered by
the provider. Higher processing power means faster execution
time and may result in a higher cost. Therefore, users may
elect to “trade-off” between expensive services that may offer
a faster execution time and cheaper but slower services to meet
their requirements.
Recently, a number of cost-aware workflow scheduling
heuristics [9][10] have been proposed and evaluated. Even
though multiple criteria have been considered, their aim was to
optimize a single objective. For example, they either minimize
execution cost while meeting users’ deadline or minimize

execution time while meeting users’ budget. However, in
many situations users may need more information such as
the range of QoS levels available and associated costs before
making decisions. Furthermore, QoS levels and prices offered
by service providers may be highly diverse and may not be
directly correlated with the utility perceived by the users.
For example, users may prefer some assignments which have
slightly longer execution times but offer large savings in
execution cost.
Given this motivation, we propose a workflow planning
method, which considers simultaneously optimizing multiple
objectives. In this paper, we investigate the trade-off between
two conflicting objectives execution time and cost-while meeting the users’ maximum deadline and budget requirements.
We believe that our workflow planning approach can be easily
extended to support more objectives. The major benefit of this
workflow planning is to generate a set of alternative trade-off
solutions and offer more flexibility to users for estimating their
QoS requirements of workflow executions. It can also simultaneously generate the estimated sub-deadline and sub-budget of
each single workflow task required for the desired schedule.
Such information is important for establishing service level
agreements between users and service providers for workflow
task execution.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we introduce related work and compare them with
the work proposed in this paper. We introduce the workflow
planning problem in Section III. We present a general introduction to multi-objective optimization algorithms in Section
IV. Our methods for solving the multi-objective workflow
optimization problem are described in Section V. Experimental
details and simulation results are presented in Section VI.
Finally, we conclude the paper and present future work in
Section VII.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Many heuristics have been developed for scheduling DAG
(Directed Acyclic Graph) based task graphs in multiprocessor
systems [11][13]. Several projects have also investigated the
use of heuristics for scheduling workflows on Grids. MinMin, Max-Min and Sufferage were employed by Mandal et

al [6] to schedule bio-imaging applications. Genetic algorithms and HEFT (Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time) have
been extended by the ASKALON project [7][14] to schedule
scientific applications in Grid environments. More recently,
Singh et al [15] incorporated GA with Min-Min heuristics
to optimize execution costs of provisioning resources for
application execution.
In addition, several heuristics have been proposed to address
scheduling problems based on users’ specified QoS constraints
such as budget and deadline. Tsiakkouri et al [10] developed
scheduling approaches to adjust a schedule generated by a
time optimized heuristic and a cost optimized heuristic to meet
users’ budget constraints respectively. GRIA (Grid Resources
for Industrial Applications) [24] provides various resource
allocation strategies for workflow execution based on QoS
requirements. In our previous work [9], we have developed
algorithms based on the genetic algorithms to minimize either
execution cost or time.
The work in this paper is distinct from the related work
because it simultaneously optimizes multiple objectives of
workflow execution according to users QoS constraints and
is capable of generating a set of alternative trade-off solutions
for users’ further decisions.
III. W ORKFLOW P LANNING P ROBLEM
Workflow execution planning is carried out prior to workflow execution. It aims to investigate users execution requirements and generate possible execution schedules. Below, we
give the formulation of the execution optimization problem
during the planning stage.
We model a workflow application as a DAG. Let Γ be the
finite set of tasks Ti (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Let Λ be the set of directed
arcs of the form (Ti , Tj ) where Ti is called a parent task of
Tj , and Tj the child task of Ti . Associated with each directed
arc is a dataflow in which the output of the parent is required
as input data by the child. We assume that a child task cannot
be executed until all of its parent tasks have been completed.
Then, the workflow application can be described as a tuple
Ω(Γ, Λ).
Let m be the number of services available. There is a
set of services Sij (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ mi , mi ≤
m), capable of executing the task Ti . Services have varied
processing capability delivered at different prices. We denote
that time(Ti ) is the completion time of Ti and cost(Ti ) the
input data transmission cost and service cost for processing Ti .
The execution optimization problem is to generate solution I,
which maps every Ti onto a suitable Sij to achieve the multiobjective below:
Minimize T ime(I) = max time(Ti )
Ti ∈Γ
X
Minimize Cost(I) =
cost(Ti )

where B is the cost constraint (budget) and D is the time
constraint (deadline) required by users for workflow execution.
IV. M ULTI - OBJECTIVE O PTIMIZATION
We formalized the workflow planning problem as a multiobjective optimization problem [19] in which a group of
conflicting objectives are simultaneously optimized. As given
in Equation 1 and 2, there are two conflicting objectives:
minimize execution time and minimize execution cost. In such
problems, there is no single optimal solution but rather a set
of potential solutions.
A. Definitions
We can define a multi-objective problem as:
Minimize f (x) = f1 (x), ..., fn (x)
where x ∈ X and X is a solution space. We say that the
solution is said to dominate another if it is as good as the
other solution and better in at least one objective. That is x∗
dominates x, if and only if
∀i ∈ [1, ..., n], fi (x∗ ) ≤ fi (x) ∧ ∃j ∈ [1, ...n], fj (x∗ ) < fj (x)
Figure 1 shows solutions for the minimization problem of
two conflicting objectives, f1 (x) and f2 (x). The solution x3
dominates y2 , because both objective values of x3 are lower
than those of y2 . However, x3 does not dominate x4 , since
f2 (x3 ) > f2 (x4 ). We say that x3 and x4 are non-dominated
solutions. They are optimal in one objective but none of these
two solutions is superior to the other with respect to the two
objectives.
The set of non-dominated solutions form a non-dominated
set P , which meets following conditions:
• Any solution in P is non-dominated to any other solution
in P with respect to all objectives.
• Any solution in P dominates at least one solution not
belonging to P .
For example, the set of solutions x1 −x4 is a non-dominated
set for the given problem. The image of the non-dominated
set is called non-dominated front.

(1)
(2)

Ti ∈Γ

subject to Cost(I) < B
T ime(I) < D

Fig. 1. Five non-dominated solutions (x1 −x5 ) and four dominated solutions
(y1 − y4 ) for two objectives, time and cost. This is a minimization problem.

B. Multi-objective Algorithms
Scheduling of interdependent tasks in distributed heterogeneous computing environments is well known to be an NPhard problem [17]. Many non-evolutionary based heuristics
have been proposed to optimize execution time. However,
with the increase in the number of parameters and objectives
required to be considered, it becomes infeasible to develop
a simple heuristic or use a classical method such as a linear
programming approach to handle the scheduling optimization
problem. Evolutionary based algorithms have been widely applied to solve multi-objective optimization problems in many
application domains, such as control systems [16] and network
routing [18], and are capable of simultaneously optimizing
multiple objectives without combining them into a single
scalar objective function.
In this paper, we focus on applying three well-known
algorithms to solve the workflow execution planning problem
and compare the algorithms for different workflow structures and users constraint levels. The three algorithms are:
Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGAII) [20],
Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA2) [21] and
Pareto Archived Evolution Strategy (PAES) [22]. NSGAII
and SPEA2 are population-based algorithms with different
evaluation and selection schemes, while PAES is a local
search-based algorithm.
A general high level overview [25] of NSGAII and SPEA2
algorithms is shown in Figure 2. Both NSGAII and SPEA2 are
genetic algorithms-based methods and select individuals from
a population for reproduction. Both crossover and mutation
genetic operators are performed to generate new offspring.
However, these two algorithms employ different evaluation
and selection strategies.
NSGAII evaluates solutions based on the values of each
objective. It ranks all solutions to form non-dominated fronts
according to its values (see Figure 1). It first selects nondominated solutions in the current population as the first level
non-dominated front. It then selects non-dominated solutions
in the rest of the population as the next level non-dominated
front. The procedure continues until the whole population is
classified into non-dominated fronts. In the selection phase,
an individual’s non-domination rank biases the probability of
being selected for reproduction. The solutions in the first level
front have highest priority, and then those in the second level
and so forth. The selection process continues until it finds
that the population size would be exceeded if all solutions
were added to the next level front. Then, crowding sort [20]
is performed on the solutions at this level and finally the
solutions from the less crowded area are selected.
On the other hand, SPEA2 uses the degree to which the
solution dominates other members in the population and its
density estimation to evaluate solutions. The density of a
solution in a population is a function of the distance to the k-th
nearest solution. Unlike NSGAII, SPEA2 does not select solutions based on their non-dominated levels at each generation.
It creates an external archive to keep selected individuals for
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Generic outline of NSGAII and SPEA2.
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Fig. 3.

Overview of PAES.

the next generation and first copies non-dominated solutions
in the current population to the archive. If the size of the
archive is exceeded, the solutions in overcrowded areas are
removed from the archive; otherwise, it fills the archive with
dominated solutions based on their Euclidean distance to its
nearest neighbour solution.
An overview of PAES is shown in Figure 3. PAES uses local
search from one current solution to generate a new candidate
and compares the current solution with the candidate solution.
It continues to search from the current solution if the candidate
is dominated; otherwise it is compared with other archived
solutions. In PAES, an archive is maintained to keep the best
solutions found so far. Initially there is only one solution in the
archive. As the number of generations increases, the archive is
updated by adding good candidates and removing dominated
archived members. In addition to comparing solutions by using
the dominance criteria, density estimation is also applied.
V. M ULTI - OBJECTIVE W ORKFLOW E XECUTION P LANNING
In order to extend MOEAs to solve the workflow scheduling
problem, we need to define an appropriate problem representation, fitness assignment, and genetic operators. The methods
we have employed are described in the following sub-sections.
A. Problem encoding
For the workflow scheduling problem, a feasible solution
is required to meet the following conditions: (a) a task can
only be started after all its predecessors have completed. (b)
every task appears once and only once in the schedule. (c)
each task must be allocated to one available time slot of a
service capable of executing the task.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 4.

Workflow representation in the search space.

Each individual in the search space represents a feasible
solution to the problem. In our work, each solution is represented by two strings [12], the task-assignment string and
the scheduling-order string. As shown in Figure 4, the taskassignment string encodes the allocation for each task. For
example, task T0 is assigned to service S1 . The schedulingorder string encodes the order to schedule tasks. For example,
T1 is scheduled after T0 , T2 is scheduled after T1 and so
forth. The order in the scheduling-order string must satisfy task
dependencies; that means a task should not be placed before
its predecessors. However, the main reason for having the
scheduling-order string is not only to code task dependencies
but also the execution priorities for independent tasks which
are assigned to a same service. For example, two independent
tasks T0 and T2 are assigned on S1 , but T0 is executed first
according to the scheduling-order string.
B. Fitness function
A fitness function is used to measure the quality of the
solutions according to the given optimization objectives. We
separate fitness functions by objective functions and penalty
functions. Objective functions are designed to encourage the
algorithms to choose solutions with minimum objective values.
The objective functions for solution I are defined as follows:
Cost objective function: fcost (I) =

cost(I)
B

time(I)
D
A penalty function is developed to handle constraints. It is
defined as follows:
Time objective function: ftime (I) =

P (I) = Pbudget (I) + Pdeadline (I)
where Pbudget is the budget penalty function defined by:

fcost (I) if cost(I) > B
Pbudget (I) =
0
otherwise

Illustration of crossover operation.

and Pdeadline is the deadline penalty function defined by:

ftime (I) if time(I) > D
Pdeadline (I) =
0
otherwise
Since satisfying deadline and budget requirements is the
primary goal of the scheduling scheme, the overall penalty is
added to the objective functions to form the fitness functions:
Cost fitness function: Fcost (I) = fcost (I) + P (I)
Time fitness function: Ftime (I) = ftime (I) + P (I)
C. Evolutionary operations
Evolutionary operators are used to generate new solutions
based on solutions found so far. The two operators are
crossover and mutation.
1) Crossover: For population-based evolutionary algorithms (e.g. NSGAII and SPEA2), crossovers are used to create
new solutions by rearranging parts of the existing solutions in
the current population. The idea behind the crossover is that
the fittest solution may result from the combination of two
of the current fittest solutions. We have implemented twopoint crossover which is illustrated in Figure 5. The crossover
operator is implemented as follows: (a) two parents are chosen
at random in the current population. (b) two random points are
selected from the task-assignment strings. (c) all tasks between
these two points are chosen as successive crossover points.
(d) the service allocation of all tasks within the crossover
window are exchanged. After crossover, two new offspring
are generated by combining task assignments taken from the
two parents.
2) Mutation: For population based algorithms, mutations
occasionally occur in order to allow a child to obtain features
that are not possessed by either of its parents. This process
helps the algorithm to explore new and possibly better genetic material than previously considered. For local searchbased algorithms (e.g. PAES), mutation operations are used
to generate a new solution based on the current solution. We
have developed two types of mutations: reordering mutation
and replacing mutation for the workflow scheduling problem.
The reordering mutation aims to change the execution order
of independent tasks on the same service, while the replacing
mutation aims to re-allocate an alternative service to a task in
a solution.

TABLE I
D EFAULT SETTINGS .
Parameter
Population size
Initial population
Maximum generation(NSGAII, SPEA2)
Crossover probability(NSGAII, SPEA2)
Mutation probability
Archive size(SPEA2, PAES)
Depth(PAES)
Maximum iteration(PAES)

Fig. 6.

small portion of workflow applications.

VI. E XPERIMENTS
A. Workflow applications
Given that different workflow applications may have different impact on the performance of the scheduling algorithms, we have evaluated the algorithms on different workflow
structures. According to many Grid workflow projects [7][8],
workflow applications can be categorized into balanced structure and unbalanced structure. Figure 6 shows balanced- and
unbalanced-structure applications used in our experiments. As
shown in Figure 6a, the balanced-structure application consists
of several parallel pipelines, which require the same types of
services but process different data sets. In Figure 6b, the structure of the unbalanced-structure application is more complex.
Unlike the balanced-structure application, many parallel tasks
in the unbalanced structure require different types of services,
and their workload and I/O data varies significantly.
B. Experimental setting
In our experiments, we have simulated 15 types of services
with various price levels, each of which was supported by 10
different service providers with varied processing capability.
The topology of the system is such that all the services are
connected to one another, and the available network bandwidths between the services are 100Mbps, 200Mbps, 512Mbps
or 1024Mbps. The processing cost and transmission cost are
inversely proportional to the processing time and transmission
time respectively.
The behaviors of algorithms are also observed at three constraint levels, namely relaxed constraint, medium constraint,
and tight constraint. The relaxed constraint level assumes that
users require relatively large deadline and budget, while tight
constraint level assumes that users require low deadline and
budget. The relaxed/tight deadlines and budgets of an application are determined by the maximum and minimum time/cost
for the workflow execution. Tmax is the time derived by
executing the workflow at the cheapest cost Cmin , while Cmax
is the cost achieved by executing the workflow at the shortest
time Tmin . The Tmax and Cmin can be generated by an cost
optimization algorithm such GreedyCost [9], while Tmin and
Cmax are generated by a time optimization algorithm such
as HEFT [11]. The deadline D and budget B are defined by

Value/Type
10
randomly generated solutions
100
0.9
0.5
10
10
1000

Equation 3 and 4 respectively.
D = Tmax − k(Tmax − Tmin )

(3)

B = Cmax − k(Cmax − Cmin )

(4)

The value of k was varied from 0.2 to 0.8 to generate the
relaxed, medium and tight deadlines and budgets.
The parameter settings used as the default configuration for
NSGAII, SPEA2 and PAES are listed in Table I. Two versions
of SPEA2 and NSGAII have been used. In the first version,
the initial population was randomly generated. In the second
version, we seed the population with individuals generated by
simple heuristics. Here, we have implemented two heuristics:
Greedy Cost-Time Distribution (TD) and Greedy Time-Cost
Distribution (CD). The CD approach is aimed at minimizing
execution time while meeting the budget constraint, while the
TD is aimed at minimizing execution cost while meeting the
deadline constraint.
C. Comparison of Different algorithms
In our first experiment, we compare three algorithms, NSGAII, SPEA2 and PAES, using relaxed, medium and tight
constraints for unbalanced-and balance-structure applications.
NSGAII and SPEA2 were selected with two different initial
populations. Two of the members in the initial population
were comprised of the solutions produced by two deadline or
budget constrained minimization heuristics, TD and CD, which
are described in Section VI-B, together with other randomly
generated solutions. We denote the results returned by NSGAII
and SPEA2 with this type of initial population as NSGAII*
and SPEA2* respectively. The other initial population contains
only randomly generated solutions and corresponding results
returned by NSGAII and SPEA2 are denoted as NSGAII and
SPEA2 respectively.
In order to compare the performance of alternative workflow
multi-objective scheduling algorithms, we need to examine
the extent of minimization of the obtained non-dominated
solutions produced by each algorithm for each objective and
the spread of their solutions. Figure 7 show the non-dominated
solutions obtained at the end of simulation trial (average
over 10 runs) for the unbalanced-structure application. The
performance appears to be dramatically different when the TD
and CD heuristics have been used to initialize the population.
Compared with SPEA2 and NSGAII, SPEA2* and NSGAII*
guarantee the extreme solutions and have a better spread
distribution of solutions within the constraints, whereas the

solutions obtained by SPEA2 and NSGAII dominate a small
subset of solutions produced by SPEA2* and NSGAII*. However, as the constraints are tightened, SPEA2* and NSGAII*
significantly outperforms SPEA2 and NSGAII in terms of
the minimization and distribution of solutions. As shown in
Figure 7c, the solutions produced by SPEA2 and NSGAII
cannot meet the deadline and budget constraints. This shows
that the performance of population-based algorithms can be
significantly affected when we initialize the population with
solutions generated by TD and CD.
In order to present a comprehensive comparison of the overall quality of these alternative approaches, we have run each
algorithm for two different workflow structures at relaxed,
medium and tight constraint levels respectively. The experiment for each scenario was repeated 30 times (the average
running time of each experiment on a machine with Intel CPU
2.00GHz was 4 mins ). We have constructed a reference set, R,
by merging all of the archival non-dominated solutions found
by each of the algorithms for a given workflow structure and
constraint level across 30 runs. We then use the hypervolume
−
difference indicator IH
to measure the differences between
non-dominated fronts generated by the algorithms and the
−
reference set R. IH
measures the portion of the objective space
−
that is dominated by R [23]. The lower the value of IH
, the
better the algorithms performs.
The box plots in Figure 8 and 9 show statistical significance
difference between algorithms for balanced- and unbalancedstructure workflow respectively (p-value < 0.05). We can observe that NSGAII and SPEA2 perform similar on both applications, whereas PAES performs differently. For the balancedstructure application, as shown in Figure 8 PAES performs
worst at relaxed and medium constraint while it performs very
similar to SPEA2 and NSGAII at tight constraint. However, it
outperforms SPEA2 and NSGAII for the unbalanced-structure
application as we can see from Figure 9. Therefore, it can be
said that the local search-based algorithm is more efficient for
the unbalanced-structure application whereas the populationbased algorithms is better for the balanced-structure application.
However, a population-based algorithm can be improved by
employing solutions optimizing each objective separately as
initial individuals. The statistical analysis in Figure 8 and 9
shows that SPEA2* is significantly better than SPEA2 and
outperforms PAES. Even though the behaviors of SPEA2
and NSGAII are similar, NSGAII* does not perform as
well as SPEA2*. It even performs worse than NSGAII on
the unbalanced-structure application at relaxed constraint (see
Figure 9a.
The major difference between the SPEA2 algorithm and
the NSGAII algorithm is their selection strategies. Different
selection strategies mean that NSGAII and SPEA2 perform
differently. As described in Section IV-B, SPEA2 firstly selects non-dominated solutions in the current population, and
then select other solutions which are in less overcrowded
area. On the other hand, NSGAII not only selects the nondominated solutions in the population, but also ranks the

rest of the solutions into non-dominated levels and selects
solutions belong to higher non-dominated levels. Such an
elitist selection strategy could result in less diverse elements
contained by individuals and thus leading to premature convergence, since it easily chooses the individuals which inherit
the parts from employed initial individuals. However, as the
tight degree of the constraint increase, the search space, which
contains solutions satisfying constraints decreases. Therefore,
the difference between the SPEA2* and NSGAII* decreases
as the constraints become tight. As shown in Figure 8c and
Figure 9c, the difference between NSGAII* and SPEA2* is
not significant. These results show that with incorporating TD
and CD, SPEA2 can be significantly improved and perform
best in all the cases, while the performance of NSGAII gets
worse for the unbalanced-structure workflow with relaxed and
medium constraints. As shown in Figure 8 and 9, SPEA* can
perform better than NSGAII* for both workflow applications.
D. Effect of changing crossover type
We also compare the crossover operator (denoted as twopoint crossover) proposed in Section V-C.1 with another
crossover type called one-point crossover [12]. One-point
crossover divides the task-assignment string into a top part
and bottom part and swaps task assignments of bottom parts
of parents. As shown in Figure 10, the results generated
by two crossover types are similar for the balanced-structure
application. However, the two-point crossover can achieve better performance for the unbalanced-structure application. This
means that two-point crossover can encourage the evolutionary
algorithm to search better solutions more efficiently.
VII. C ONCLUSION
Existing workflow scheduling algorithms only attempt to
minimize either execution time or execution cost. However,
more scheduling objectives are required to be considered
while scheduling workflows on utility Grids. In this paper,
we have proposed a workflow execution planning approach,
which optimize multiple objectives. The planner can generate
a set of widespread alternative solutions if the optimization
objectives are conflicted. Providing these alternative solutions
can offer more flexibility to users to estimate their preferences
and choose a desired workflow schedule based on their QoS
requirements.
We have applied Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithms
(MOEAs) for the workflow execution planning problem.
Our goal was to simultaneously minimize two conflicting
objectives-execution time and execution price while meeting users’ maximum time constraint (deadline) and price
constraint (budget). Corresponding fitness functions, which
incorporate minimization objectives and penalty functions for
the constraints, have been developed. We have also compared
two population-based MOEAs, NSGAII and SPEA2, and one
local search-based MOEAs, PAES. A statistical analysis of the
result has been presented to show the quality of each algorithm
for various workflow structures and constraint levels. We have
also proposed a method which incorporates single objective
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optimization heuristics and population-based algorithms. The
simulation results show that it can significantly improve the
performance of SPEA2 and find a range of compromise
solutions within a short computational time.
In future work, we will evaluat scheduling approaches in
terms of pricing models and Grid sizes. We will also enhance
the work by providing run-time rescheduling approaches to
support adaptive execution environments.
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